Abstract-Mobile robots need maps or other forms of geometric information about the environment to navigate. The mobility sensors (LADAR, stereo, etc.) on these robotic vehicles can however populate these maps only up to a distance of a few tens of meters. A navigation system has no knowledge about the world beyond this sensing horizon. As a result, path planners that rely only on this knowledge are unable to anticipate obstacles sufficiently early and have no choice but to resort to an inefficient local obstacle avoidance behavior.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile autonomous systems use some form of geometric representation of the environment to plan a path to their destination. This information is often represented as a 2.5D map of the environment. When such a mobile robot is to navigate in an unstructured outdoor environment, it can not rely on the availability of maps. The system will need to autonomously assess the drivability of the terrain.
Typical mobility sensors, such as Laser Radar (LADAR) or passive stereo vision are used to build the required geometric representation of the terrain; however, these systems will only acquire data up to a few tens of meters to 100 meters. As a result, the planner has no knowledge about what to encounter beyond the sensed perimeter and is thus unable to anticipate obstacles sufficiently early and has no choice but to plan paths close to obstacle boundaries. This effect is known as the myopic planning effect (Figure 1 ). We have shown in previous work [14] that we can alleviate this problem by using midrange sensing.
Unfortunately, these sensing methods come with their own constraints. These may include increased computation time,
The Robotics Institute Carnegie Mellon University Pittsburgh, PA, 15213, USA {dhoiem,efros,hebert} @cs.cmu.edu which prevents continuous acquisition of data; narrow field of view; sparse data; constraints on data acquisition procedure (for example, structure from motion (SFM) techniques require that video data be acquired over a sufficiently long traverse in order to establish a long enough baseline [1] , [2] ). Fig. 1 . Top: poor performance due to lack of sensor planning and midrange sensing, the robot has to rely on mobility sensor data only. Bottom: the pinch point is detected earlier, which allows the planner to adjust the path accordingly.
Current developments in the computer vision community [3] , [4] has given us another method of obtaining midrange sensing data. This technique allows us to estimate the geometric structure of the environment from a single image.
In the remainder of this paper, we will show how this novel reconstruction method can be used as an acquisition technique for mid-range data. We have extended our previous work in the area of mid-range sensing and path planning to leverage this new reconstruction technique to plan paths beyond the typical sensing horizon. . Geometric labelling and reconstruction for example unstructured environments. Top: original image, center row, the labelled classes "ground" (green), 44vertical" (red) and "sky" (blue) a darker shade represents a lower confidence, distances are in meters. The bottom row shows the corresponding navigation map with 0 denoting traversable and I representing an obstacle.
II. MID-RANGE SENSING FROM SINGLE-VIEW GEOMETRY
In previous work [3] , we demonstrated the ability to estimate 3D scene geometry from a single outdoor image. Although it is generally mathematically impossible to recover 3D information from a single 2D projection, we are able to succeed by taking advantage of the natural structure in our world. Most scenes can be characterized simply by the ground plane, the things that stick out of the ground (usually at right angles due to gravity), and the sky. After learning the structure of our world through appearance-based models of geometry, we are able to estimate the coarse geometry of the scene given a single input image.
Our models are learned from a diverse set of images, obtained from Google image search, that are representative of outdoor scenes. We learn how to segment the image into geometric classes ("ground", "vertical", and "sky") and train classifiers to recognize each of these classes given a segmented image. After performing an oversegmentation [5] into superpixels, we group the superpixels according to the probability that pairs of superpixels belong to the same geometric class. We then estimate the likelihood that each segment is "good" (i.e., that it is entirely composed of one geometric label) and the likelihood of each possible geometric label, given that the segment is good. These likelihoods are learned by boosted decision trees [6] using a logistic regression version of Adaboost [7] that provides probabilistic estimates. The robustness of our algorithm results from using a large and varied set of image cues, including color, texture, location, perspective cues, and from combining estimates from multiple segmentations to get the final estimate of geometry.
On a test set of 250 images, we obtain an average pixel-wise accuracy of 86% when labeling the image into "ground", "vertical", and "sky". More results and details on the method are presented in [3] . Figure 2 shows an example of the geometric information provided by our algorithm, with probabilistic confidences displayed in the RGB channels of the output image. MATLAB code for this algorithm can be downloaded from:
http: //www.cs.cmu.edu/ dhoiem/projects /popup By making the assumption that the terrain local to the robot is planar we can use the recovered geometric information to produce a coarse estimate of the geometry of the environment. This process is fairly straightforward if the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters (with respect to the robot coordinate system) are known. With the camera parameters known we can reproject the geometric labels back into a navigation map. For all ground labels with a confidence greater than 0.5 a ray of free space is traced from the camera origin until the first vertical geometric label is encountered. The remainder of the cells that belong to this vertical segment are projected onto a vertical surface which gives us the height of the obstacle. No assumptions are made about cells that are occluded by an obstacle.
For each location in the map we can find the geometric label in the image such that we can mark cells traversable if they belong to the ground class and obstacles are constructed at the boundary of the ground/vertical intersection by projecting the remainder of the vertical segment on the vertical axis.
III. PLANNING VIEW-POINTS
Since the camera has a limited and possibly obstructed field of view it is necessary to reason about from which position and in which direction we should take our next measurement. In addition we would like to limit ourselves to only those measurements that are strictly necessary for navigation. We would therefore like to minimize the required amount of measurements since it is fairly expensive to compute geometric information from images (approximately a minute).
Let us formulate this notion of "useful measurement". Consider a candidate observation position u in our map. At this position, we can point our sensor at an angle 0. Given the field of view and minimum and maximum sensing distance of the sensor, we can define a sensor footprint. In addition we define L as the set of all possible binary navigation maps.
Each labelling of a binary navigation map (LyEL) has an yu(x,VG) 1 1-axo (E P(Lj)(C, ,(Lj,X,VG)-CJ(Li x,u,VG))J (1) In principle, the utility can be computed everywhere in the map and the resulting utility map can be used by the planner to select the most favorable sensing position. In principle, the utility yu can be computed at every u by simulating the two paths of cost Cn5 and C, This "forward simulation" [8] - [10] is at the heart of our approach.
Both Cs and Cn5 can be evaluated by running the planner on different "virtual" configurations of the world map corresponding to different configurations Lj. In reality, however, this would require the enumeration of all possible configurations of the world which is clearly a combinatorially large set. Furthermore, the sum above must be evaluated, in principle, not only for all cell locations, but also for all possible sensor orientations. Therefore, the computation of the optimal utility function defined above is not tractable so we use a common approximation method that instead of averaging over all possible environments uses the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate or most probable world [11] - [14] . This most likely world or "Hallucinated world" gives us the locations in which obstacles are anticipated. If observing these anticipated obstacles yields a positive utility (Eq.1), the camera can be directed to confirm the existence of these obstructions [14] .
We can use this utility for gathering geometric information from images to find view-points along our route to the goal. The complete navigation strategy is composed of the following steps: 1) capture an image and compute geometric information, 2) infer obstacles, compute utility of an extra measurement, 3) hand-off the location of maximum utility as a way-point/viewpoint to the vehicle planner, 4) repeat (Figure 4 ). More details of the view planning algorithm can be found in [15] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
Several experiments were carried out to validate the proposed algorithm. These include results from field tests with an autonomous vehicle, as well as results from a much larger set of simulated experiments.
In the example field experiment, we used an ATRV-JR mobile robot equipped with a firewire camera and SICK laser range finder to navigate a simple course on campus ( Figure 5 ). The robot was to navigate to a location behind the shown obstacle. The navigation map used on the robot was a 15Oxl5Om grid with a 0.5m resolution. The camera resolution was 1024x768 which covered a field of view of about 50°. The Laser data was used to compute mobility terrain data and was artificially limited to 2m. For logistical reasons only, the experiment was setup with a scaled down sensing range and environment size. Localization was provided by an on-board GPS and laser ring gyro. The vehicle planner [16] and laser processing run on the robot. The image processing is done off-line and the robot stays in place until results are received send back.
In Figure 6 and 7 the results of this example run are shown. The displays in Figure 6 shows the initial measurement and corresponding geometry computed by the robot. Interesting to note is that it finds a clear path to the immediate left of the obstacle. The robot navigates to the goal through this corridor while planning for one more observation location closer to the obstacle (Figure 7) .
The field experiments are encouraging, but it is difficult to evaluate performance over a large set of conditions (environment configuration, sensor characteristics, start and goal point locations) that are statistically meaningful. This is particularly hard given the wide range of variation in possible terrain configurations observed in the real world, which is very difficult to generate in physical experiments. In order to analyze more closely the performance of the algorithm, we conducted controlled experiments for a substantial number of runs using We have executed 500 trial runs with randomly chosen start and goal positions and analyzed the data in the following way: First, we compare the lengths of the paths generated by using the mid-range sensor planning method with the paths executed by using mobility sensing only. This is shown in Figure 8 , in which the runs are sorted in the order of increasing gain for the sensor-based planning method. This first type of analysis is intended to evaluate the amount gained from using sensor planning. It is important to note that the gain can vary dramatically depending on the start and goal points. Intuitively, little gain can be expected if the area between the start and goal points is completely unobstructed, in which case any planning strategy would perform well.
Second, it is important to compare the paths obtained with our sensor planning heuristics with the paths generated by using a mid-range sensor that senses all the time in every direction, since our claim is that the algorithm generates a "good" selection of when/where to sense during motion of the robot. If our planner were to generate paths that have substantially higher cost than those generated by using the "sense all the time/everywhere" strategy, it would indicate that 50.0. Simulated run number (sorted by gain) Fig. 8 . The Mid-range planning sensing algorithm compared to the standard navigation approach. A positive percentage shows how much shorter the path from the mid-range sense/planning is over the mobility only approach. The average gain in path length is +18%. However, more interesting is that +76% of the runs exhibit positive gain (up to almost +200% gain) and that of those that have negative gain, the maximum loss is -6%. This is due to the overhead introduced by the explore behavior that tries to find better paths. For 22% of the runs there was no gain or loss.
our heuristics can be improved. This part of the analysis is summarized in Figure 9 , in which the lengths of the paths generated from our planning approach and from the "sense all the time/everywhere" approach are plotted (with (+)) as a scatter plot. The Path length Mid-range sensing and planning [cells] Fig. 9 . The Mid-range planning sensing algorithm compared in a scatter plot to a hypothetical continuous sensing method with an unlimited range, 360°v iew range finder (no viewpoint planning (+)). and also compared to the true shortest path (o). The vertical axis is the path length from the omniscient planner and also the planner using continuous sensing and planning. The horizontal axis is the path length from our Mid-range sensing/planning method. Results show that the performance of our mid-range sensing approach are almost as close to the optimal as they were to the continuous sensing planner.
Finally, a third type of analysis uses the paths generated by an omniscient planner, which has complete knowledge of the entire map prior to execution, as the baseline for comparison. Such an omniscient planner generates the shortest paths that can be generated by any planner given the environment and the selections of start and goal locations. As such, it is a useful baseline to quantify the degradation of performance due to limited sensor horizon. This analysis is shown in Figure 9 as well, in which the paths generated by using our mid-sensor planning strategy and the paths executed by omniscient planner (marked with o) are plotted again as a scatter plot. The graph shows that the paths generated with mid-range sensor planning are almost as close to the optimal from the omniscient planner as they were to the continuous sensing planner. Specifically, the correlation coefficient is p = 0.98 between the paths planned by the omniscient planner and our mid-range sensor planning approach.
V. DIscusSION
Failures in the single-view geometry estimation can arise from difficulties in segmentation or shadowing. For instance, in Figure 6 , the sidewalk is thought to be an obstacle because the segmentation algorithm often groups it with the building (which is more similar in color and texture than the grass).
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The geometry estimation may be improved by training from images taken by the robotic system used for testing in scenes that the robot is likely to encounter, rather than using general user photographs for training as was done here.
Additional problems can arise from the assumption that the environment close to the robot is planar. This can however be overcome by using the data from a scanning laser range finder to estimate the orientation of the ground plane. In addition other cues from the image, specifically the separation between ground and vertical classes, can be used to estimate the horizon and register it with the extrinsic camera parameters.
Overall, our experiments have shown that even error prone unreliable data from monocular vision can aid significantly to improve long range navigation performance by allowing to plan a path past the traditional sensing horizon.
